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Who we are

About Us
Alexandra Buchanan Architecture was
founded in 2011 by Architect & Director
Alexandra Buchanan. The practice brings
together a team of skilled architects,
interior designers and technicians and has
studios in both Brisbane & Melbourne.
Our portfolio includes a highly diverse range of typologies including one-off
residential dwellings, additions to heritage buildings, bespoke office fit-outs,
off-grid eco cabins & multi-level apartment buildings.

Brisbane

Melbourne

The London Offices
7 / 30 Florence Street
Teneriffe, Qld, 4005

Mitchell House
Level 3, 358 Lonsdale St
Melbourne, Vic 3000
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What we do

Vision
ABA’s vision is to create enduring,
evocative, beautiful architecture that
is responsive to people and place.
Our philosophy centres around
functional, elegant and personalised
spaces that are customised for you,
your site and your lifestyle.
At ABA we believe architecture should speak to those who inhabit, occupy
or utilise it. It should respond to the characteristics and peculiarities of the
site whilst expressing the personality, ethos and individuality of its users.
Our projects manipulate space, light, form and material, to create
bespoke environments and unique experiences for our clients. We want
our architecture to uncover something new about a place, to capture the
best aspects of a site and provide places and spaces for people to enjoy
and be happy.
At ABA we are interested in crafting high quality architectural outcomes
— we care about the detail and finesse of each building — no matter
the scale or budget.
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Why we do it

Purpose
Good design is our passion — we look
at each project as an opportunity to
contribute and connect to the broader
community, to complement a place
and positively benefit those who use it.
For us, it’s not just about a beautiful product — it’s about the journey
and the process and we value our relationships with clients.
At ABA we recognise the impact of the construction industry on the
environment and we consider the longevity of each project and its
impact on the climate. We believe good design must not only satisfy
a brief but it has a responsibility to respond to the broader environmental
and cultural landscape in which it sits. It’s important to us that your
project incorporates sustainable design principles in all aspects — from
smart spatial planning, passive heating & cooling, innovative building
technologies and ecological material selection. In 2021 ABA has
committed to run a carbon neutral studio.
We make architecture to enrich the human experience, to craft
joy and create a deeper connection to a place.
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How we do it

Process
At ABA the client is always at the
centre of the project and we encourage
your participation and involvement
in all stages of the design process.
We offer a holistic approach and work
across all aspects of the construction
process — we will run your project from
start to finish.
Working across two studios, we promote a highly collaborative studio
environment that encourages each team member to bring their unique
skills and experience to the table. Your project will be designed, tested
and critiqued by the entire studio, ensuring we achieve the best outcome.
The best outcomes are those with the most collaboration and at ABA
sharing ideas is central to how the practice operates.
The scale of the practice allows ABA to offer a personal approach
to each project.
We understand this process may be new to you — it’s our job to make
sure that you are comfortable and informed at all stages of the build.
We are here to guide you through the process — from conception
to completion — to achieve your vision.
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01Concept

03
Contract

Design

Documentation

This is where we get to know each

During concept we will craft the brief with you, you

Leave this stage up to us! We are highly

We will coordinate all of the required consultants

other — where we discuss your vision for

may not know exactly what you want from the

experienced in the documentation and

information for you — structural, hydraulic,

the project and generate, explore and
present our ideas with you. We are not
only here to help you but to test you,

outset — it’s our job to work out what exactly it is
you need, to understand your daily routines, and to
define the project’s budget with you.

procurement of architectural drawings.
This is where we refine the detail of the

mechanical engineering, energy consultants
and certifiers documentation. We are highly
experienced in the coordination and management

design and ensure all the elements of the

of these services and have surrounded ourselves

a series of conceptual designs for discussion. We

build and documentation are ready for

with the consultants and professionals that will

preconceptions and offer solutions that

will facilitate a series of design review workshops

the contractor to build from.

you may not have already thought of.

with you — these allow us to extract the brief

At the end of this stage your project will be ready

further, to gather your feedback and to understand

for pricing — depending on your situation this is

your preferences and requirements in more detail.

where we would run a full tender process for you,

to push boundaries, challenge your

We will interrogate your brief and present you with

get you the best outcome possible.

selecting qualified & appropriate builders and

This stage is about discovery, it’s where we explore

reviewing their tender documents and schedules.

the unique possibilities for the project and uncover

We then work with the selected contractor to

the potential of the site and it’s conditions. If your

ensure the price is on budget and that it captures

project requires council approval it’s here that

everything laid out in the contract documents.

we undertake the necessary measures to ensure
compliance and investigate any specific planning
restraints on the site.

02
Design

04
Construction

Development
Once you are happy with a concept design

It’s during this stage that we select all the

we then bring this into our 3D modelling

materials, finishes, fixtures and fittings with you.

software. You will be able to visualise your
entire project in 3D, ‘walk-through’ the

During the build stage we facilitate regular site

We value a close relationship with the

inspections with you to ensure the work is how

contractors we work with and work closely

We try to make this process as collaborative

with them to ensure all the elements and

as possible, presenting you with mood boards,

details are resolved prior to construction.

material samples, models and prototypes for you

whole building and experience the spaces

to select and review. Each space is then drawn

throughout different times of day using our

up in detail at 1:50, allowing you to see your

interactive computer software.

This is where your project comes to life!

we envisaged and the quality of the build is to
our specifications. We stay heavily involved in this
process, monitoring works, reviewing progress
claims and certificates, resolving any issues that
may arise on site during the construction process.

project come together room by room.
At the end of this stage we organise some
preliminary pricing and advice from builders
to ensure we are within budget.
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Why ABA?

“Amazingly talented architect and I couldn’t recommend
Alex more highly. My wife and I built our dream home along
the Yarra River. North Warrandyte (30kms east of Melbourne).
A challenging project from the very beginning — planning
restrictions, environmental overlays, wildfire overlays and more.

Our team is highly skilled in delivering crafted
homes that are timeless, memorable and loved.

Each challenge Alex managed to overcome with critical and
creative design thinking (and loads of hard work). Turning the
seemingly impossible into positive outcomes which would
in-turn benefit the design as a whole. The result — we now have
a beautiful home and life in the Victorian bushland with our two
young children. It’s everything we could have dreamed of.”

We believe architecture should be a unique
reflection of you and your personality. It should
tell a story about the people that use it and place
in which it sits.
We have experience working in all contexts from
in city terraces to off-grid rural holiday houses, from
bespoke fit-outs to high-end apartment buildings.

North Warrandyte House — Owner Mark & Courtenay

We’re flexible — we can work to your schedule,
to your vision and your budget.
We enjoy collaboration, work closely with trusted
builders and want you to be part of the process.
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We would love the opportunity to
speak with you about your project.
Please give us a call or send us an email at:
Studio: 07 3252 2613
Alexandra Buchanan: 0423 566 632
Email: studio@alexandrabuchanan.com

Accreditation
AIA A+ Member No: 59569
Nominated Architect: Alexandra Lancaster
Queensland Registered Architect No: 4867
New South Wales Registered Architect No: 9519
Royal Institute of British Architects No: 10902606
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